Various techniques have been developed for identifying the most probable interactants of a protein under a given biological context. In this article, we dissect the effects of the choice of the protein-protein interaction network (PPI) and the manipulation of PPI settings on the network neighborhood of the influenza A virus (IAV) network, as well as hits in genome-wide small interfering RNA screen results for IAV host factors. We investigate the potential of context filtering, which uses text mining evidence linked to PPI edges, as a complement to the edge confidence scores typically provided in PPIs for filtering, for obtaining more biologically relevant network neighborhoods. Here, we estimate the maximum performance of context filtering to isolate a Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) network K i from a union of KEGG networks and its network neighborhood. The work gives insights on the use of human PPIs in network neighborhood approaches for functional inference.
Introduction
Protein function inference typically involves extensive genetic and biochemical analyses, unless good homology models exist [1, 2] . Alternatively, functions can be inferred from network associations-viewed in the context of functional moduleswithin well-characterized protein-protein interaction networks (PPIs) [3, 4] . Most of these 'protein neighborhood' inference methods that were used in experimentally confirmed discovery, however, were developed using the manually curated Mammalian Protein-Protein Interaction Database [5] and confirmed in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [6, 7] .
Recent small interfering RNA (siRNA) screens for identifying viral host factors in influenza A virus (IAV) infection have yielded numerous candidates with unknown functions. Most target prioritizations to date have been performed by finding overlapping hits across these screens [8] , severely limiting the number of promising hits considered for follow-up. In the case of the genome-wide screens for IAV, the number of overlaps ranges from a high of 113 in at least two screens to a low of 6 in at least four screens; no complete overlaps are reported across screens [9] . Inferring functions for these proteins is not only important for target prioritization but also the choice of validation assays.
We focus on the direct comparison of integrated PPIs, namely, the two most recent releases of STRING [10] [11] [12] and Human Integrated Protein-Protein Interaction rEference (HIPPIE) [13] . STRING is a functional PPI, which includes both physical interactions between proteins, as well as indirect functional interactions, such as transcriptional activation via signaling. Interactions included in STRING are inferred from multiple sources, including data from databases, experiments, text mining, genomic co-occurrence, genomic neighborhood, experimental coexpression and gene fusion. It is benchmarked against functional groupings in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), which was chosen because of its manual curation, availability for multiple organisms and coverage of different functional areas. All edges are assigned a confidence score, which is the probability of finding a pair of linked proteins in a KEGG pathway, and predicted associations that are found in KEGG pathways are considered true positives (TPs) [10] . In contrast, HIPPIE is a physical PPI that is restricted to experimentally validated physical interactions between proteins, and integrates various interactions from public, curated databases as well as studies, including BioGRID, DIP, HPRD, IntAct, MINT and BIND [13] . Unlike STRING, HIPPIE explicitly removes genetic interactions, in particular those included in BioGRID. Edges in HIPPIE are associated with an interaction score, calculated as a function of the number of studies in which an interaction was detected, the number of different experimental techniques and the confidence scores linked to each of these techniques and the number of times an interaction was found in other organisms [13] .
It can thus be expected that the two PPIs would have differences in content, including in score distributions. It can likewise be expected that network neighborhoods derived from the two PPIs would be degenerate. In fact, a previous study has demonstrated that there is no general agreement between the database scores, except for 4539 of 31 229 interactions in common in STRING and HIPPIE that were found to have high-confidence scores in both PPIs [14] . This study, however, had a limited scope, mainly analyzing protein coverage, the number of interactions and network neighborhood characteristics, and does not explicitly evaluate the effects of these parameters on functional assignment or retrieval of functional modules [15] . Furthermore, the study restricted the comparison of the PPI entries with those with experimental evidence, or that were obtained from other interaction databases, which might inflate the overlaps between the databases while dramatically reducing the edges included in the study. Consequently, when using such resources for functional inference, the question remains-even for high-confidence interactions-as to which neighbors should be prioritized for follow-up.
In this article, we present a detailed analysis of STRING and HIPPIE in terms of their basic characteristics, including coverage, inter-PPI and inter-version concordance and edge inclusion from primary source databases. We then checked how these differences affect the network neighborhoods retrieved for both well-characterized and less-characterized query nodes. In particular, we checked if retrieved neighbors have been implicated in the biological process of interest; in the case of STRING, we also checked the main themes of the text mining evidence associated with both the query network and its network neighborhood, and compared its overlap with the manually curated evidence used for building the query network. This article notably extends the scope of the previous study by performing the comparison of PPIs on all edges, rather than a subset of edges, and checking the consequences of using different PPIs and PPI filtering methods on the retrieval of KEGG networks, as well as on the network neighborhoods of real-world examples of experimentally confirmed hits in the IAV host factor screen. Finally, we demonstrate the potential context filtering, which uses experimentally derived or inferred annotations on PPI vertices and edges, as a complement to edge-based confidence filters for the retrieval of network neighborhoods linked to specific biological contexts.
Materials and methods
PPI networks: We compared the physical PPI network HIPPIE, versions 1.7 and 1.8 [13] and the functional PPI network STRING, versions 9.05 and 10 through its R interface (STRINGdb v.1.8.1) [10] [11] [12] . HIPPIE consolidates information from other interaction networks, as well as results from large-scale proteomics studies expected to yield information on physical interactions. HIPPIE explicitly removes genetic interactions. In contrast, STRING includes both physical PPIs from most of the databases used in HIPPIE (Supplementary Table S1 ), as well as functional interactions inferred from co-expression data, homology modeling and text mining. All graphs were converted to the igraph format (R package igraph_1.0.1). Graph similarities were measured as described in Table 1 . Vertices were annotated with all available gene ontology (GO) terms (biological process and cellular compartment, R packages org.Hs.eg.db_3.1.2 and GO.db_3.1.2), and when available, with the z-score from the redundant siRNA analysis (RSA) algorithm (Z RSA score) [16] , a quantity reflecting the effect of gene knockdown on IAV infection [16, 17] . A lower Z RSA score indicates that gene knockdown successfully inhibits a viral process of interest. For a brief description of the Z RSA score calculation, please refer to the data supplement.
Edge inclusion and evaluation of PPI properties: We performed general analyses that dissect graph characteristics, examine differences in the PPIs and evaluate the effects of standard protocols that can be performed on a PPI. In particular, we checked the concordance of graph edges and topological features both globally and given a set of query nodes belonging to the same biological function; reviewed the evidence sources for establishing edge confidence scores; and evaluated the effects of confidence score filtering. We also checked if the patterns of inclusion of edges from primary databases, namely, BioGrid (Releases 3. Graph filtering: Context filters were applied to the STRINGderived graphs, based on text mining evidence associated with its edges. Figure 1 gives an overview of all the methods used to perform context filtering on PPIs and to evaluate results.
Vertex-based context filtering: We adapted the context association and filtering methods described in [15] to STRING, but with the full GO biological process tree rather than GO slim.
Text mining evidence analysis and edge-based context filtering: In the case of STRING, a systematic estimation of quality and scope of the text mining evidence are important. We first checked if the original references used for building 35 KEGG networks from broad functional categories, including the IAV KEGG network (KEGG Flu ); 11 networks linked to KEGG Flu ; and 24 other networks from the signal transduction, cellular processes and human disease modules, overlapped with STRING text mining evidence for the same edges. All KEGG networks used were [18] . Note that the networks extracted from this site contain updated information, and are not restricted to pathways updated in 2011 (Supplementary Figure S1) . We also checked if domain-and pathway-specific keywords are overrepresented in text mining abstracts linked to pathways examined. To isolate these context-specific terms from the abstracts, we excluded English words and stopwords, except those that are included in a biomedical corpus (https://github.com/ Glutanimate/wordlist-medicalterms-en). Document term matrices, which contain the frequency of terms from the text mining abstracts, are created from filtered and stemmed text corpora (DTM, tm_0.6-2); in cases where an abstract set exceeds 10 000 elements, we subsample it to a maximum size of 10 000. Stemming, which reduces related words to a common root, was approximated by calculating the distance between words and merging those with a Jaro-Winkler distance >0 and <0.1 under a common root (stringdist, v.0.9.4.1). Visualization of stemmed and merged text was performed using wordcloud_2.5. DTMs were visualized using gplots (v.2.17.0). Precision and recall rates for all edge filters explored were calculated per KEGG pathway as follows, where TP is the true-positive rate; FN, the false-negative rate; and FP, the false-positive rate. FP est consists of all extra edges in the extracted subgraphs that are not part of the original KEGG pathway. Finally, we used both expert-defined keywords and pathway-associated keywords to extract edges linked to functional groups from a high-confidence score network. Graph edges are retained if these are supported by at least one text mining evidence containing the expert-defined keywords in the abstract with a frequency that exceeds the mean for all abstracts linked to each edge.
Filtering results evaluation: We use analysis of variance followed by Tukey's post hoc test to compare various pre-and post-filtering Z RSA score distributions, which we use as a surrogate for evaluating how much results for IAV networks are more enriched for proteins relevant in IAV infection. Where possible, we compared the results from GO annotation-based vertex filtering or keyword-based edge filtering results with 1000 randomly filtered subnetworks on the same number of edges as the GO-or keyword-filtered networks. We also checked pre-and post-filtered networks for comparative enrichment for text mining evidence containing expert-defined keywords (see section 'Orthogonal literature evaluation') edges. In the case of non-IAV KEGG pathway retrieval tasks, filtering results were evaluated based on precision and recall parameters (Table 1) , as well as on the enrichment of pre-and post-filtered networks for relevant text mining evidence.
Orthogonal literature evaluation: As an additional metric for evaluating filtering results, we also performed independent text mining and hit identification in PubMed (rentrez, v. 1.0.0) using the combination of retained vertex names and expert-defined keywords. For edge-based filters, searches were conducted with the names of both incident vertices and expert-defined keywords. All searches were performed with the Boolean AND operator. To maximize the retrieval of relevant hits (i.e. to remove matched abstracts where the keyword is found in an enumeration), we further filtered the abstracts to those where the frequency of the keywords of interest exceeded the mean for all retrieved abstracts. All orthogonal literature searches were subjected to the same processes as described in 'Textmining evidence analysis and edge-based context filtering'. Note that while the data source is the same (i.e. STRING also uses PubMed as its text mining evidence source), the method of retaining relevant edges is independent from that of STRING (thus, orthogonal), as it is query-driven and is solely based on text abstracts, and not the full text.
Code availability: Selected code and data files that demonstrate STRING graph manipulation, including keyword-based context filtering, can be found at https://github.com/pampernickel/flu_ppi.
Results

Review of PPIs: content, edge scores and data sources
As a first step in evaluating the potential effects of PPI choice on functional inference, we first checked the degree of overlap across PPIs, and more importantly, on their most recent versions (Figure 2A and B). Based on Equation (1), the inter-graph edge concordance between the current versions of STRING and HIPPIE is 42.5%. The inter-version concordance of the full STRING network is 33.3%, while HIPPIE inter-version concordance is 98.7%. We also checked the distribution of edge scores, which are essentially confidence estimates, for STRING and HIPPIE. The STRING confidence score is calculated as a combined probability of scores from different evidence channels, including experimental, text mining, and co-expression scores corrected for a random interaction probability, and is benchmarked against the KEGG database [10] . HIPPIE confidence scores, in contrast, reflect the reliability of the experimental evidence linked to each edge, and are calculated from the number of different studies reporting an interaction, the number of species where orthologs of the interacting proteins were found to interact experimentally and the sum of scores from different experimental techniques used to establish an interaction [13] . While the lack of concordance between the edge score distributions in older versions of STRING and HIPPIE has been reported previously [14] , and is maintained in the most recent releases ( Figure 2C ), the differences between the confidence scores across versions of STRING and HIPPIE have not been previously reported ( Figure 2D ).
We also checked the evolution of confidence scores for various evidence scores for each PPI. Both versions of STRING use seven primary evidence sources (Supplementary Figure S2) for the combined score calculation. Two sources, 'experiment' and 'database', could be considered scores within a score; STRING experimental data are consolidated from seven interaction databases, four of which are used in HIPPIE (Supplementary  Table S1 ). 'Database' scores, on the other hand, reflect both physical and functional interactions reported in Biocarta, BioCyc, GO, KEGG and Reactome [10] . Among the scores, the majority of the edges in both STRING versions are supported by text mining, followed by experimental data, including gene coexpression (Supplementary Figure S2) , and the majority of text mining results are associated with lower-confidence scores.
Finally, we estimated the contribution of different inclusion criteria for edges from primary databases to the PPI disparity (Supplementary Table S1 ). At least 40% of the edges from BioGrid (n edges ¼ 183 490) and IntAct (n edges ¼ 21 402) are excluded from HIPPIE and STRING (Supplementary Figure S3A) . HIPPIE retains most of HPRD (n edges ¼ 37 039) and MINT (n edges ¼ 15 934). STRING, v.10, on the contrary, retains the least number of edges from these two sources, while including more from HPRD and MINT than STRING, v.9.05. Interestingly, for all databases, the peak overlap with BioGrid can be linked to the 2013 release (Supplementary Figure S3B) . Note that the identities of the included edges from the primary sources are likewise different (Supplementary Figure S3C) .
IAV network neighborhoods as a function of PPI choice
Given clear differences in PPIs, we next evaluated the implications of PPI choice on the neighborhood of the IAV KEGG network (Flu KEGG , pathway ID: hsa05164). Figure 3A shows the topology of Flu KEGG and its corresponding topologies in HIPPIE (Flu K H , Figure  3B ) and STRING (Flu K S , Figure 3C) 
Information availability effects on network neighborhoods
Given the disparate sizes and scope of STRING and HIPPIE, we can expect differences in the network neighborhoods derived from these. As expected, the average network neighborhood in Flu Figure 4A ). We further examined the influence of query node identity on the network neighborhood characteristics by comparing results for the well-characterized nodes of Flu KEGG , and nodes from the recently reported IAV protein interactome, Flu INT , comprised functionally validated host proteins that interact directly with IAV proteins [17] Figure 4C ) and number of neighbors associated with each vertex (mean Flu KEGG ¼ 38 versus mean Flu INT ¼ 8, Figure 4D ). These trends are maintained in HIPPIE ( Figure 4E ), albeit the neighborhood sizes per node are smaller; neighborhood sizes of each node are correlated in STRING and HIPPIE (Pearson correlation coefficient ¼ 0.53, Pvalue ¼ 5.3e À07 , Figure 4F ). These differences roughly reflect the magnitude of information bias in PPIs, and potentially, the amount of information we can expect to gain from PPIs, with well-characterized queries having more neighbors than less well-characterized counterparts.
Primary reference and context concordance
We moved onto checking the relevance of the extra nodes in Flu K S , and to see if this information might be leveraged in the retrieval of Flu KEGG . This check is possible for the STRING network, which includes text mining references. We first examined the concordance between the primary references used in generating the Flu KEGG , including references associated with 11 other KEGG pathways that are linked upstream and downstream of the main Flu KEGG network, and the text mining references that were associated with E 2 (Flu KEGG and Flu K S ) as well as E 2 Flu K S and E 2 Flu KEGG . Table 2 shows the subset of edge evidence sources of Flu KEGG and highly related networks that are also 
Confidence score filtering of influenza networks from PPI neighborhoods
We next checked if we can retrieve Flu KEGG from Flu K S using edge confidence score filters. Figure 6A shows the precision and recall for various confidence scores; confidence filtering on Flu K S has a recall exceeding 90 until a filter of 0.7 (mean recall ¼ 91.6), but has low precision (mean ¼ 16.0), assuming a worst-case estimate that all Flu K S and Flu KEGG are false positives (FPs). Confidence score filtering does not yield a joint average recall and average precision score exceeding 50. We also checked the effects of PPI filtering on the network neighborhood of 22 IAV entry factors [19] . Unlike Flu KEGG and Flu INT , these factors have been linked to a specific step in the infection process. For both STRING and HIPPIE, we retrieved the network neighborhood of each entry factor and then checked how much of the retained vertices after each step of filtering have been previously linked to endocytosis, IAV infection, or other intracellular transport processes by combining the vertex name with the search terms 'endocytosis', 'influenza AND virus AND infection' and 'transport AND cytoskeleton' in PubMed. Figure 6B shows the effect of confidence score filtering on the retention of neighbors linked to terms of interest. In the case of HIPPIE, as much as 59% of the network neighborhood (V ¼ 622) have been implicated in endocytosis, transport or infection, with the majority (51%) specifically implicated in endocytosis. Given the distribution of HIPPIE scores ( Figure 1C) , the neighborhood size essentially remains constant until a score of 0.7, where the size of the neighborhood drops to 25%; note, however, that as much as 67% of this filtered, high-confidence network have been implicated in processes of interest. In contrast, a mean of 50% of a 10-fold larger network neighborhood in STRING (V ¼ 6098) has been implicated in endocytosis, transport or infection; except for filtering at a confidence score of 0.3, where the percentage of vertices linked to processes of interest increases to 52%, filtering does not result in an improvement of the proportion of potential TPs in the network neighborhood.
Functional module retrieval in STRING using context filters
We have shown that confidence score filters would not allow us to retrieve Flu KEGG from Flu K S . Our results have also illustrated the inclusion of extra edges-not necessarily FPs-but representing non-specific or non-context-relevant relationships in retrieved networks. Various filtering techniques to restrict PPIs to those in a specific biological context were introduced in [14, 15, 20] to extract subnetworks linked to a given biological context. These filters use tissue-specific expression information [14] and (sub)cellular locations, as well as functional, disease and pathway annotations [15] , and have been applied in HIPPIE, but not STRING. Here, we examine results of both vertex-and edge-trimming-based protocols on the extraction of various functional modules, including KEGG networks.
Vertex annotation-based graph trimming
We examined the use of GO annotations in STRING as a first trimming protocol [14, 15] . For this scenario, we again chose to work on the neighborhood of 22 IAV entry host factors [19] rather than Flu KEGG network, as this represents a more concentrated range of functions in the IAV life cycle. The neighborhood of these 22 hits in the unfiltered STRING network comprised 6078 putative neighbors on 10 084 edges. Filtering the neighborhood to include vertices annotated with an entry-specific GO term (Supplementary Table S3 , Flu entry,GO , Figure 7A ), or with a combination of GO and edge confidence score filtering (Flu entry,GO,400 , Figure 7B ) results in a significant difference in the Z RSA score distributions with respect to the original entry neighborhood ( Figure  7C and D) , indicating the enrichment for nodes that tested positive in the screen. Unlike Flu entry,GO and Flu entry,GO,400 , the Z RSA score distribution shifts for Flu entry,rand,400 is insignificant ( Figure  7E ). Finally, for each of the retained vertices, we performed a paired search in PubMed for each of the genes in Flu entry,GO,400 using entry-associated keywords of varying specificity ('endocytosis', 'pinocytosis', 'vesicle', 'clathrin', 'trafficking', 'acidification', 'influenza' and 'golgi'), and retrieved the number of abstracts that support the GO annotation. In total, 77% of the retained vertices are associated with at least one abstract linking it to an entry-or virus-related process. Of these vertices, 61% are associated with two or more abstracts, while 8% match all the keywords ( Figure 7F ). In comparison, for a random, confidence- filtered network from the entry subgraph on the same number of edges (Flu entry,rand,400 ), only 43% of the retained vertices are associated with at least one abstract matching inclusion criteria (data not shown).
Text mining keyword filters applied on graph edges
The most intuitive edge-based filter for text mining evidence is user-provided keywords. For this usage scenario, we used the expert-defined keywords defined in the previous section to select edges in the entry subgraph that are supported by at least one abstract containing these keywords with a frequency that exceeds the mean for all abstracts linked to each edge. This results in a graph with 734 vertices linked by 880 edges, roughly 10% of the original entry hit neighborhood (Flu entry,keyword ). As with GObased filtering, keyword filtering results in a shift to lower Z RSA scores. Corresponding term frequency profiles ( Figure 8A ) of abstracts linked to retained edges corroborate the enrichment of endocytosis-linked terms in this network, although a subset of the evidence is linked to neuron-and synaptic-linked processes, presumably because of abstracts that contain the keyword 'vesicle'. In contrast, while edges retained in Flu entry,GO still bear edges mainly linked to tumor signaling, there is a reduction of apoptosis-linked literature and an increase in prominence of virus-and Ras/Rab-associated links ( Figure 8B ). Nonetheless, results of the orthogonal paired keyword-protein name search indicate that retained vertices in Flu entry,keyword and Flu entry,GO,400 tend to be associated with literature that mentions the protein name and at least four keywords in the abstract compared with Flu entry,400 ( Figure 8C ). We also checked effects of a more stringent keyword-matching procedure-in this case, requiring a combination of keywords to be matched in text mining evidence for an edge to be retained. Figure 8D indicates that combinations result in further shifts to lower Z RSA values and expectedly smaller Figure 8 . Text mining evidence frequency profiles linked to retained edges in keyword (A) and GO-filtered (B) graphs show a shift from tumor signaling-and apoptosislinked literature, and an increase in endocytosis-related terms, including those not used in filtering (e.g. 'Rab' and 'dynamin'). While filtering results are not exactly the same, both filters result in a significantly higher retention of vertices that associated with literature from an orthogonal source that contain multiple entry-related keywords than confidence-filtered networks (C). More stringent edge-based keyword filtering, which requires multiple keyword matches, results in expectedly smaller graphs with lower mean Z RSA scores than the original entry subgraph (dotted line, D).
subgraphs; in the case of text mining literature linked to Flu entry,STRING edges, filtering constraints could only be as many as three of the keywords at a time.
Variable functional efficacy of KEGG module retrieval using context filters
To evaluate the transferability of the approach to other KEGG networks, we selected networks (n ¼ 6 of 26 candidate KEGG networks, Supplementary Table S1) that represent various cellular processes, and that have minimal overlapping edges (Supplementary Figure S4A) . These graphs were combined and embedded within their full STRING neighborhood (7832 vertices linked by 10 766 edges, Supplementary Figure S4B) . We subsequently attempted to isolate the original networks as described in the methods by using a set of context-relevant keywords or gene names (Supplementary Table S4) , with two filtering requirement scenarios: the first retains all edges supported by at least one reference that matches any combination of two keywords (Condition 1), while the second retention condition is more stringent by requiring at least two references that match any combination of two keywords (Condition 2). Precision and recall calculations were made with adjusted TP, FP and FN values to reflect the number of edges that could be retrieved ( Figure 9A ); for instance, in the phagosome network (72 edges, 21 vertices), only nine of the original edges (matched in pathway of interest, mPOI, Supplementary Table S5) were retrieved under Condition 1. However, of the 63 unretrieved edges (unretrieved in pathway of interest, uPOI), 22 did not have any text mining reference associated with the edge. Additionally, for the 41 remaining edges, there were no orthogonal sources that co-mention the incident vertices with the pathway of interest, nor associated keywords. This makes the maximum TP 9, and not 72. As all nine retrievable edges were retained, FN ¼ 0. The FP in this instance is also readjusted as a function of the total number of retrieved edges or vertices in the context-filtered network (pathway of interest, context-filtered, POI CF ) that are neither in the original network (edge in pathway of interest, ePOI) nor have no evidence from an orthogonal search of involvement in the pathway of interest (edge in pathway of interest, without evidence, ePOI w/oe ). In the phagosome network, 277 of 284 of ePOI do not have evidence linking the incident vertices to the phagosome directly, and are considered FPs. Figure 9B shows that context filtering performance under both Conditions 1 and 2 varies widely across pathways. The more stringent Condition 2 results in an average precision gain of 1.84Â and 1.7Â for edges and vertices, respectively, with a corresponding average recall reduction of 1.24Â for edges and a negligible 1.06Â for vertices. The series is too small to establish correlations between performance and pathway size or text mining evidence availability per pathway. However, the worst performance is clearly for the phagosome pathway, which has the lowest average associated text mining evidence (0.61 references/edge, as opposed to a mean of 23.7 references/edge for the other pathways considered). Text mining evidence in STRING linked to unretrieved edges in this pathway was found to be enriched in related, but non-phagosome-specific, terms (e.g. 'rab', 'endosome' and, less specifically, 'cytoskeleton', Supplementary Figure S5A ). Including these in the keywords would result in better retrieval, but results would significantly overlap with the endocytosis pathway network. Retrieval of peroxisome pathway edges can likewise be improved just by altering the keywords, specifically, by using greedy pattern matches (e.g. 'peroxi' instead of 'peroxisome', which should capture 'peroxisome' and 'peroxisomal', Supplementary Figure S5B) , and for more advanced users, regular expressions (e.g. 'pex(\dþ)' to signify all variants of 'pex' followed by a number).
In the case of FPs, we again focus on the phagosome, for which the poorest performance was recorded. Only 7 of 284 POI CF edges have orthogonal evidence linking it to both the pathway of interest and the names of the vertices incident on the edges (ePOI e* , Supplementary Table S5) . We have shown previously that increasing the stringency (i.e. Condition 2) could improve precision without compromising recall too severely; these results further indicate that context filtering results might be improved by only retaining edges supported by literature that contain keywords and the incident vertices.
Finally, for FNs that were not recovered from the graph union, but for which evidence was found in the orthogonal search, we checked if these references were published before the release of STRING, v.10 (i.e. if the references should have been retrieved by the text mining tool). At least 53% of these references should have been retrieved for the indicated edges, assuming that the text mining run for STRING, v.10 was conducted in early 2014 (Supplementary Table S4 ); if late 2014 was also covered, then as much as 78% of these should have been associated with the indicated edges.
Discussion
There is an extensive wealth of information contained in PPIs; however, PPI contents are linked to diverse processes. We believe that a critical step in maximizing the utility of human PPIs for novel interaction discovery, or for deducing molecular mechanisms, lies in the isolation of subnetworks linked to specific biological contexts. The most commonly available PPI filter, the confidence score, is however not designed for this purpose. Context filtering using GO and MeSH terms was recently introduced in the later versions of HIPPIE, but not in STRING, nor in the primary databases from which the PPIs were derived. The combined use of the GO filter and the STRING confidence score for extracting the IAV entry network clearly results in a subgraph that has a higher probability of context relevance than one obtained by confidence score filtering alone (Figure 7) .
A potentially more intuitive approach, however, which is the use of one or more user-defined keywords to filter a graph, has never been implemented. We tested this method on STRING, taking advantage of text mining evidence associated with most of its edges. This approach maximizes the use of information already contained in the PPI. However, as its performance is dependent on any information biases in the text mining evidence, we first needed to estimate this. To our knowledge, information biases in PPIs, which include biological contexts (over)represented in a PPI and the amount of information available as a function of the query protein, have not been formally investigated before. Basic processing of text mining evidence revealed that the majority of the literature associated with STRING edges are-perhaps expectedly-linked to signaling and tumor biology. Filtering is required to isolate references related to other contexts. In the case of most of the KEGG networks tested, the original references are not always retrieved by STRING text mining; nonetheless, in some cases, other references retrieved compensate for these omissions. Our results nonetheless indicate that the text mining routine of STRING could still be improved.
One of the clear challenges of this analysis is that there are no comprehensive, context-specific gold standards. In the IAVrelated applications, we used changes in the distribution of Z RSA as an indicator of filtering efficacy for IAV networks. The Z RSA score distribution is normally distributed around a mean of À0.1, and typically retains this characteristic on random sampling.
Additionally, for network neighborhood relevance evaluation and subnetwork extraction exercises, we also used an orthogonal check, which is a combined keyword and protein name(s) search on PubMed linked by the 'AND' operator, as second proxy to estimate the relevance of retained vertices and edges.
In the Flu KEGG example, we see that its HIPPIE and STRING network neighborhoods ( Figure 3 ) had a comparable proportion of vertices that can be potentially linked to viral infection in general, but these account for a maximum of $56% of the network neighborhood. Coupled with the analysis of text mining evidence for Flu K S edges, one could infer that the other 40% of the neighborhood nodes were extracted from another biological context-specifically, a better-represented or more general biological context like cancer or cell signaling ( Figure 5 ). Our results also indicate that only 40% of the nodes linked to viral infection are found in both HIPPIE and STRING neighborhoods, indicating that more useful information can be obtained by first combining the network neighborhoods from the two resources before context filtering.
In the IAV entry network example, keyword-based filtering allowed us to extract subgraphs supported by both STRING and orthogonal PubMed corpora enriched for entry-related terms that were not used in filtering. Extending this to other networks indicates that we can retrieve functionally related modules that cannot otherwise be separated from each other using confidence score filtering (Supplementary Figures S4B and C) . Context filter performance is nonetheless influenced by both the choice of keywords, as well as the information available in the PPI. We see these in the cases of the peroxisome and phagosome networks, respectively: for the peroxisome network, changing the keywords to a combination of patterns (e.g. 'peroxi', which captures both 'peroxisome' and 'peroxisomal') and regular expressions is expected to result in improved retrieval. In the case of the phagosome network, a third of the network cannot be retrieved because of the lack of associated text mining evidence, while other edges are linked to nonphagosome-specific, but related literature. Filter performance can also improve with the use of stricter criteria that use keyword combinations instead of single keywords, or that require a minimum number of abstracts containing keyword combinations can reduce precision, without dramatically reducing recall. Our work illustrates the potential of this method, and more parameters can be systematically tested in the future to optimize keyword-based filtering in PPIs. Implementing such improvements may be eventually useful, given the downstream dependence of other prediction software such as Networkin [21] , GPS 2.0 [22] and SMART [23] , on information from PPIs.
Conclusion
Providing the option for filtering PPIs based on vertex and edge parameters, particularly keyword-based filtering with various user-manipulable stringency parameters, could be of interest in the isolation of context-specific subnetworks. This filtering option may increase the utility of PPIs in functional inferencerelated applications, as well as in prediction software that depend on information from PPIs.
Key Points
• We provide a critical comparison of major PPI networks, STRING and HIPPIE.
• We illustrate how much the choice of PPI and the previous degree of characterization of query node influences the retrieved network neighborhood size.
• We show network neighborhood degeneracy and confidence score insufficiency in edge extraction tests for KEGG networks.
• We implement a keyword-based context filter to extract subnetworks of interest in a given biological context.
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